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~ USC University of 
Southern California 
CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

File 

Karen Nutter '{-tJ 
October 9, 2013 

Harassment Allegations 

-
OFFICE OF EQUITY AND DIVERSITY 

In June 2013, Dr. Larry Nei nstein, Executive Director of the Engemann Student Health Center, 
contacted OED. Dr. Neinstein reported that a number of staff members and a student had recently 
alleged that Health Center Gynecologist Dr. George Tyndall had made inappropriate comments or 
had otherwise made them or others feel uncomfortable. Dr. Neinstein reported that Dr. Tyndall had 
worked in the department for approximately 18 years, and that the department had had several 
difficulties with him over the years, including how in 2002, he was not permitting Medical 
Assistants (MAs) behind the curtain with him when doing pelvic exams on students; how in 2009, 
he complimented a student on her pubic hair; and how in 2010, a student came forward and 
complained that in 2003, he performed a pelvic exam on her without wearing gloves. Dr. 
Neinstein stated that he spoke with Dr. Tyndall after each incident and forbade him from doing 
them again, and that Dr. Tyndall complied. 

He stated that more recently, two individuals complained that Dr. Tyndall had mentioned in 
conversation that "Mexicans are taking over" and that there was going to be a " Reconquista." He 
also stated that a student had recently reported that Dr. Tyndall had made her feel uncomfortable, 
and that in a general survey of clinicians about their opinions of the Center' s treatment of women's 
health issues, a number of women had made negative comments about Dr. Tyndall. 

In order to follow up on this repott, I contacted eight people: Director of Clinical Operations 
Tammy Akiyoshi; a the female student who complained to the Center about Dr. Tyndall, who 
declined to provide her name; Medical Assistants Lizette Esparza and Elizabeth Rangel; RNs 
Cindy Gilbert and Bernie Degener; Nurse Practitioner Donna Beard; and Licensed Vocational 
Nurse Irene Ma1tinez. 

Interviews with these individuals yielded mixed opinions of Dr. Tyndall, but none yielded 
actionable evidence of any policy violation. 

Ms. Akiyoshi stated that a student had complained to her in the late spring of 20 13 that she had 
seen Dr. Tyndall in August 2012 and that she fe lt like Dr. Tyndall would not let her leave her 
appointment, and encouraged her to get a Pap smear even though she had j ust gotten one two 
months previously, and that when she told him she needed to leave for another appointment, he 
asked her, "what is more important than your health?" She stated that the student also told her that 
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he told the student that he had a beautiful Filipina wife and that he wanted to help women. She 
stated that the student told her that Dr. Tyndall "gave her the skeevies." She stated that the MAs 
also reported that Dr. Tyndall talked to the students a lot and made a lot of Xeroxes for students. 

The student, who stated that she graduated in May 2013, reported that she had seen Dr. Tyndall in 
August 2012 for a urinary tract infection and expected a 20-minute appointment. She stated that 
instead, she was there for 45 minutes to an hour, as Dr. Tyndall asked her questions about her 
weight and birth control ( even though she told him that she was in a relationship with a woman) 
and encouraged her to get a Pap smear, even though she told him that she had just gotten one 
recently. She stated that she felt very uncomfortable and that she felt like she could not leave. She 
stated that at one point, they talked about his wife and that he commented that he liked beautiful 
women and that he asked, ''there's nothing wrong with that, right?" She stated that she wondered 
why they were discussing it. She described him as a ''jovial, nice guy" who nonetheless gave her a 
funny feeling. She stated that when she called back for a follow-up appointment, she stated that 
she did not want to see Dr. Tyndall again and that the person who made the appointment told her 
that she was not the first young woman to complain about him. She said she felt "silly and weird" 
complaining about him, because he did not "do" anything wrong, but that she nonetheless never 
wanted to see him again. 

Ms. Espana stated that she "loved" working with Dr. Tyndall and that he had never made any 
comments that made her uncomfortable, or appeared to make students uncomfortable, and that she 
had never heard any student complaints about him. She stated that she did hear the "Reconquista" 
comment and was taken aback, but that Dr. Tyndall later called her into his office and explained 
that he had been quoting from a study, and that ifhe had offended her, he apologized. She stated 
that she and her co-workers did notice that he made a lot of copies of papers after he met with 
students, and gave some to the students and kept some for himself. 

Ms. Gilbert remembered hat two or three years ago, when she "triaged" student concerns regularly, 
she heard from two students that they did not want to be referred to Dr. Tyndale because he was 
"creepy." She stated that she had not heard of any other student complaints about him since then. 
She stated that she was sometimes in the room with Dr. Tyndall when he performed exams, and 
that while he seemed a little "rough" in his exams, he did not do or say anything inappropriate. 
She stated that he took students into his office to speak with them, and that he locked the door 
when he did this, which she said would "creep [her] out" if she were a student, and that it bothered 
her as a mother and as a professional. She stated that in general, he was a little "different," but not 
in negative way. She stated that he gave the students a lot of printed information and that she was 
not sure what he was giving them. 

Ms. Beard stated that her daughter's best friend, who graduated from USC in 2009, once saw Dr. 
Tyndall and commented afterward that she "never wanted to see that creepy gynecologist again." 
She stated that she had heard that a number of other students had made similar statements over the 
years. She admitted to never following up on these comments for more detail, and was not sure if 
she passed them on to anyone. She stated that she had also heard somewhere that he told a patient 
that she was pretty enough to be a model, and that a male-to-female patient had once complained 
to her about Dr. Tyndall, but that she could not remember any details of the complaint. Dr. Beard 
also had a number of concerns about Dr. Tyndall's abilities as a clinician. 
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Ms. Degener performs urgent care triage and stated that she has known Dr. Tyndall her entire 16 
years in the department. She stated that no student had ever told her that she did not want to see 
Dr. Tyndall. She stated that she had never been in an exam room with him, but always found him 
pleasant to work with and very accommodating. She stated that she had never heard any student 
complaints about him. 

Ms. Rangel stated that she was sometimes in the exam room with Dr. Tyndall, and that the 
students appeared to be fairly comfortable with him. She stated that she recalled him asking two 
students-while he was performing an exam-how they would feel if a man complimented them 
on their legs or how they were dressed. She stated that she saw the students' faces when he asked 
these questions, and that they both appeared puzzled and perhaps uncomfortable, and that one 
answered "no" and another answered "maybe." She stated that she had never heard any complaints 
from students about him. She stated that one colleague, Ms. Martinez, described Dr. Tyndall as 
"creepy," and told her that he asks students a lot of questions and gives them surveys, which he 
was not supposed to do. She stated that several months ago, she was present when Dr. Tyndall 
announced that "Latinos are taking over." She stated that she did not believe that the comment 
was motivated by any ill-will, but that she still cringed because she was standing with a student 
and that the situation just seemed awkward. She stated that a colleague told Dr. Tyndall that the 
comment could be perceived as racist. 

Ms. Martinez stated that she had worked with Dr. Tyndall in the past as an MA, and that she had 
never seen him do anything inappropriate with a student, or see students who expressed discomfort 
with him. She stated that she had never heard anyone describe him as "creepy." She stated that 
she would not want her daughter to see him because he had a lot of clutter in his office in the old 
health center, and because he does surveys on students and gives them literature, and she does not 
know what questions he is asking or what information he is giving them. She stated that she asked 
Ms. Akiyoshi about the surveys and literature because she was not sure if any of it had been 
approved by the administration. 

Conclusion 

Based on the information provided, I find that there is insufficient evidence of any University 
policy violation to justify continuing an investigation. I spoke with Dr. Neinstein at length and 
conveyed the substance of my interviews with him, but stressed that I had not spoken with Dr. 
Tyndall and was not making any finding about whether or not any of the statement about him were 
true or false. 

He stated that Dr. Tyndall no longer locked his office door during his discussions with students, 
and that he no longer gave the students literature or surveys that had not already been approved by 
health center administration. I encouraged him to confer with OED if other issues with Dr. Tyndall 
arose. 
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Tammie Akiyoshi 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cynthia Gilbert 
Friday, May 31, 2013 1:11 PM 
Tammie Akiyoshi 

Subject: RE: Individual MA meetings with Dr. Neinstein/Women's Health 

Thank you Tammie, 
Cindy 

From: Tammie Akiyoshi 
sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 11:43 AM 
To: Cynthia Gilbert 
Cc: Tammie Akiyoshi 
Subject: RE: Individual MA meetings with Dr. Neinstein/Women's Health 

Cindy, 

I rescheduled these meetings for June 12 from 10-12pm. 

Thanks, 

Tammie 

From: Cynthia Gilbert 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 5:52 PM 
To: Tammie Akiyoshi 
Cc: Maria Francisco 
Subject: FW: Individual MA meetings with Dr. Neinstein/ Women's Health 
Importance: High 

""' List of MA's to attend: 5/29/ 13 at 10:00 am-Cynthia Bobo 

t./10:15 am-Genetter Green~J 
l,,/ 10:30 am-Merlina Pinney 
,.......10:45 am-Patty Rincon 

(_ 11:00 am-Linda Byrd 
c.-/11:15 am-Lizett Esparza 

---n:30 am-Elizabeth Rangel 

Thank you Tammie, 
Have a great weekend! 
Cindy 
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Discuss with all Mas, LVN and Rns: june 12, 2013 

Two RNs including triage and second floor lead 

Long time experience LVN 

Mas: 8 including the lead 

All clinicians that do women's health, what is your comfort level during visits and your perception of 

student comfort. We likely look at many areas but starting with the sensitive area of women's health. 

Met one on one with Tammie Akiyoshi Rn and myself 

Cindy RN 

Triage: Several students 3 in about 3 years said they don't want to see back GT because of his 

strangeness or his creepiness. She did not pursue the specifics. During same t ime two students did not 

want to see Donna Beard back as they felt she did not appear to care or was flippant. 

What about their history and exam during your work with this clinician? 

Finds that he does not talk them through what he is doing or acknowledge their feelings, talks about 

schools/trips etc. 

Always locks the door when he goes into his office with a patient to talk with them. 

She is not clear or aware of any survey or material he zeroxes and passes out 

Concern: He has his own policy of late, if they come late, not over 20 minutes, and any patient must 

have their forms filled out, he sometimes w i ll not see them and talks to them over the phone and not in 

person despite the fact that they are there. 

Jeri RN: triage nurse: 

Only one not sere back is Tyndall: He seems like he wants to be too familiar and asks personal questions; 

She is not sure what they are. Not had any other students requesting this. 

Assisted him: nothing unusual, no personal questions in exams. But she wonders about his vision as he 

seemed to go to incorrect area when she asked if something was in one particular anatomic area 

(rectum). He asked Jeri if she saw anything 

She has had three requests in three years not to see him back. 
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Llzert Esparanza: MA 

no real issue: in old building students had generic privacy issues, not here. 

Elizabeth Rangel MA 

No real issues but one student did not want to return. She said he has passed out some surveys and not 

sure what they are. 

She did get two students who were uncomfortable about being asked "how would you feel if I asked you 

today if you looked nice" would you think that is sexua l harassment? 

One said: not offended, one said yes a slippery slope and thought t his was very odd. 

Irene LVN 

I would never refer my daughter to Dr. Tyndall. Find him not sensitive as other male gynecologists. 

Seems to do surveys 

Student was late (not 20 minutes) anxious about being STD tested as partner was being tested for STD. 

He did not see her and talked with her on phone even though she was in exam room, ordered a test and 

scheduled back. 

Hygiene: broke off sample vaginal swab with bare hands to put in jar. Other clinicians use a glove. 

Ignacio: 

No complaints, nothing uncomfortable. Does not work much with GT as they are both males. 

Came back and asked to we do handouts on all the options for pregnancies. We have program and they 

get all options and we are cautious about printed material as they usually have an "agenda" depending 

on the organization that writes them. 

Cece: Lead MA 

Comfortable with all of them. 

GT: see a lot of international students, and tried to speak a bit of Chinese and Korean 
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Better here as there are clean rooms and his office/exam was a disaster at old health center 

Always someone in room with GT and some international students want to see him through word of 

mouth. 

Morlena P. MA 

With donna and jane: they ask MA to hold the students hand if they are anxious and are sensitive to 

that. 

Tyndall talks a lot to them about school etc and does not ask to have them hold their hand so she just 

does sometimes 

Feels some students would prefer he talk less. 

Some don't want a male but afraid to say that or ask about that. 

Patty Rincon MA 

Comfortable in general. 

Some students may prefer female but unclear that some know how to do that in record or on phone. 

Is first name on appointment list on line. 

Has a concern that he might not see them if they are late . 

Juana Garcia: MA 

MA comfortable 

Patients: not sure if they know how to request male MD. Has not had someone not wanting to see 

someone. She supports GT. 

Linda B: MAs 

Uncomfortable, Yes one in particular: GT, rough during exam and some seem in pain, he uses different 

technique that others. 

Curtain not an issue 
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She feels things should be set up in advance rather than if you need them. 
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Discuss with all Mas, LVN and Rns: june 12, 2013 

Two RNs including triage and second floor lead 

Long t ime experience LVN 

Mas: 9 including the lead 

All clinicians that do women's health, what is your comfort level during visits and your perception of 

student comfort. We li kely look at many areas but starting with the sensitive area of women's health. 

Met one on one with Tammie Akiyoshi Rn and myself 

Cindy RN 

Triage: Several students 3 in about 3 years said they don't want to see back GT because of his 

strangeness or his creepiness. She did not pursue the specifics. During same time two students did not 

want to see Donna Beard back as they felt she did not appear to care or was flippant. 

What about thei r history and exam during your work with this clin ician? 

Finds that he does not talk them through what he is doing or acknowledge their feelings, ta lks about 

schools/trips etc. 

Always locks the door when he goes into his office with a patient to talk with them. 

She is not clear or aware of any survey or material he zeroxes and passes out 

Concern: He has his own policy of late, if they come late, not over 20 minutes, and any patient must 

have their forms filled out, he sometimes will not see t hem and talks to them over t he phone and not in 

person despite the fact that they are there. 

Jeri RN: triage nurse: 

Only one not sere back is Tyndall: He seems like he wants to be too familiar and asks personal questions; 

She is not sure what they are. Not had any other students requesting this. 

Assisted him: nothing unusual, no personal questions in exams. But she wonders about his vision as he 

seemed to go to incorrect area when she asked if something was in one particular anatomic area 

(rectum). He asked Jeri if she saw anything 

She has had three requests in t hree years not to see him back. 
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Llzert Esparanza: MA 

no real issue: in old building students had generic privacy issues, not here. 

Elizabeth Rangel MA 

No real issues but one student did not want to return. She said he has passed out some surveys and not 

sure what they are. 

She did get two students who were uncomfortable about being asked "how would you feel if I asked you 

today if you looked nice" would you think that is sexua l harassment? 

One said : not offended, one said yes a slippery slope and thought this was very odd. 

Irene LVN 

I would never refer my daughter to Dr. Tyndall. Find him not sensit ive as other male gynecologists. 

Seems to do surveys 

Student was late (not 20 minutes) anxious about being STD tested as partner was being test ed for STD. 

He did not see her and talked with her on phone even though she was in exam room, ordered a test and 

scheduled back. 

Hygiene: broke off sample vaginal swab wit h bare hands to put in jar. Other clinicians use a glove. 

Ignacio: 

No complaints, nothing uncomfortable. Does not work much w it h GT as t hey are bot h males. 

Came back and asked to we do handouts on all the options for pregnancies. We have program and they 

get all options and we are ca utious about printed material as t hey usually have an "agenda" depending 

on the organization t hat writes them. 

Cece: Lead MA 

Comfortable w ith all of them. 

GT: see a lot of international students, and tried to speak a bit of Chinese and Korean 
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Better here as there are clean rooms and his office/exam was a disaster at old hea lth center 

Always someone in room with GT and some internat ional students want to see him through word of 

mouth. 

Morlena P. MA 

With donna and jane: they ask MA to hold the students hand if they are anxious and are sensitive to 

that. 

Tyndall talks a lot to them about school etc and does not ask to have them hold their hand so she just 

does sometimes 

Feels some students would prefer he talk less. 

Some don't want a male but afraid to say that or ask about that. 

Patty Rincon MA 

Comfortable in general. 

Some students may prefer female but unclear that some know how to do that in record or on phone. 

Is first name on appointment list on line. 

Has a concern that he might not see them if they are late. 

Juana Garcia: MA 

MA comfortable 

Patients: not sure if they know how to request male MD. Has not had someone not wanting to see 

someone. She supports GT. 

Linda B: MAs 

Uncomfortable, Yes one in particular: GT, rough during exam and some seem in pain, he uses different 

technique that others. 

Curtain not an issue 
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She feels things should be set up in advance rather than if you need t hem. 

Esparza, Lizette MA 
3 different times: states "Latinos are taking over and its going to be a recognista (take over) 
Once to group of Mas one who said: isn't that racist" 
Once with MA and student: student said she was stunned and felt uncomfortable 

She is also concerned about him locking patient in room, then exam room and stating Mas should never 
talk to the patient, I wil l do that and then locking them in door again. 

Also: his telephoning students 
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Discuss with all Mas, LVN and Rns: june 12, 2013 

Two RNs including triage and second floor lead 

Long time experience LVN 

Mas: 9 including the lead 

All clinicians that do women's health, what is your comfort level during visits and your perception of 

student comfort. We likely look at many areas but starting with the sensitive area of women's hea lth. 

Met one on one with Tammie Akiyoshi Rn and myself 

See him back: 

Triage: Several students 3 in about 3 years said they don't want to see back GT because of his 

strangeness or his creepiness. She did not pursue the specifics. During same time two students did not 

want to see Donna Beard back as they fe lt she did not appear to care or was flippant. 

one not sere back is Tyndall: He seems like he wants to be too famil iar and asks personal questions; 

She has had three requests in three years not to see him back. 

one student did not want to return. 

3 different times: states "Mexicans are taking over and its going to be a recognista (take over) 
Once to group of Mas one who said: isn't that racist" 
Once with MA and student: student said she was stunned and felt uncomfortable 

In exam room: 

Finds that he does not talk them through what he is doing or acknowledge their feelings, talks about 

schoo ls/trips etc. 

Assisted him: Wonders about his vision as he seemed to go to incorrect area when she asked if 

something was in one particula r anatomic area (rectum). He asked nurse if she saw anything 

two students who were uncomfortable about being asked " how would you feel if I asked you today if 

you looked nice" would you think that is sexual harassment? One said: not offended, one said yes a 

slippery slope and thought this was very odd. 

Hygiene: broke off sample vaginal swab with bare hands to put in jar. Other clinicians use a glove. 

Uncomfortable, Yes one in particular: GT, rough during exam and some seem in pain, he uses different 

technique that others. 
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GT: see a lot of international students, and tried to speak a bit of Chinese and Korean 

Better here as there are clean rooms and his office/exam was a disaster at old health cente r 

Other gynecologists here and elsewhere want me/MA to hold students hand and support the student 

through their anxiety, Dr. requests that we don't talk to them 

Tyndall talks a lot to them about school etc and does not ask to have them hold their hand so she just 

does sometimes 

Feels some students would prefer he talk less. 

Some don't want a male but afraid to say that or ask about that. 

Door locking: 

Always locks the door when he goes into his office with a patient to ta lk with them. 

She is also concerned about him locking patient in room, then exam room and stating Mas should never 
talk to the patient, I will do that and then locking them in door again. 

Survey passed out: 

She said he has passed out some surveys and not sure what they are. 

Seems to do surveys 

Late policy: 

He has his own policy of late, if they come late, not over 20 minutes, and any patient must have their 

forms filled out, he sometimes will not see them and talks to them over the phone and not in person 

despite the fact that they are there. 

Has a concern that he might not see them if they are late. 

Student was late (not 20 minutes) anxious about being STD tested as partner was being tested for STD. 

He did not see her and talked with her on phone even though she was in exam room, ordered a test and 

scheduled back. 

his telephoning students 
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General comments: "I would never refer my daught er to Dr. Tyndall." Find him not as sensitive as other 

male gynecologists I have worked for with or been to as a patient. 
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